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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Is this Thing On?The Flower Arranging webinar is in another Zoom roomAnd while I think Blacksmithing isn’t very practical on Zoom, that session has been moved to a virtual classThis is… 
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Who Am I?

Laurel Brenner
Director, Change Management &
Business Process Strategies
University Advancement and Alumni Relations

24.8 years at UC Irvine
Arts, Social Ecology, University Advancement

Pronouns:  they/them

Email: brennerl@uci.edu

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Land acknowledgement: UCI sits on the unceded ancestral and lands of the Acjachemen and Tongva peoples.I am… Laurel BrennerDirector of Change Management & Business Process StrategiesI’m part of the HR team in University Advancement & Alumni RelationsI’ve been at UCI almost 25 years… starting as admin assistant to the chief fundraiser in the Arts, then in Social Ecology…  then just before the turn of the century in 1999, I moved to central Advancement where I’ve had several different roles… prospect research and management, gift agreements, gift acceptance, I was on the project team for our database conversion, and for the past couple of years, I’ve been doing various change management projects.You may remember me from such hits as “An introduction to using ZotForce dashboards” or “Change Management and the Future of Work” …  (Troy McClure)My pronouns are… they/themClosed Captions are onNow that you know me… You all know each other, but I don’t know you… we’ll go around and if you could introduce yourself with:Your NameYour Title (or description of what you do)Tell us your favorite sound or noiseThen, call on one of your colleagues to “popcorn” over to them to go next.

mailto:brennerl@uci.edu
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Agenda
Part One (today)
 Introduction

 What is Change?

 What is Change Management?

 Moving Through Change

 Sponsors, Leaders, People

 Communication

 Tools – in Three Parts

 “Homework”

Part Two (next week 6/10)
 Previously on…

 Tools Wrap Up

 Did the Dog Eat Your Homework?

 Additional Tips Along the Way

 Wrap it Up!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Today is Part One, Part Two is next FridayIn Part One today, we’ll cover the concepts, definitions, and some very key tenets of change management…(What is Change? Baby don’t hurt me…)And we’ll start to look at some Change Management toolsWe’ll end with homework. It’s in scare-quotes because you won’t have to turn anything in, but I do want it to prompt thoughts and discussions when we get together for Part TwoNext week we’ll wrap up the tools, talk about what came up for you in your homework, and cover some additional aspects of change management, some pro-tips
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Ground Rules/Mutual Understanding

Help Create a Collaborative and Safe Environment
 Open and supportive
 No right or wrong answers in discussions

Take Charge of Your Learning Experience
 Be fully present and minimize distractions
 Ask questions, share opinions, participate in discussions

Cameras
 On is better (so I can see if you’re laughing at my jokes); off if needed
 Cats, dogs, kids, houseplants, backyard chickens, and other household 

members are welcome

Eating/Drinking
 Yes!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Some basic ground rules. We’re all professionals and we know the basics but I want to set the stage for our vibe here today.READIf you have questions as we’re going through the presentation – we will have periodic Question Breaks
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Learning Outcomes

 Define what change management is

 Describe why change management is important

 Give examples of well-executed and poorly-
executed change efforts

 Articulate the most important aspects of change 
management

 Create a basic change management plan using the 
change management tools

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
After completing this training you should be able to…DefineDescribeExamplesMost ImportantThis one is subjective, but we’ll hit some themes pretty hard, so you’ll know what I think is most important! (planning, deep/wide stakeholder consideration, leadership, communication)CreateOkay – stretch neck ready to dive in…
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What is Change?

Current
State

Transition 
State

Future
State

© Prosci, Inc.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s start at the very beginning…In the most basic definition, CHANGE is moving – or transitioning - from one state to anotherThis is the graphic representation used by Prosci – you’ll see a lot of their illustrations and concepts today. Prosci an organization that focuses on researching change management tools and their effectiveness. Their certification courses are the “gold standard” in change management.What kinds of change are we talking about?  At work, Change can be anything from moving offices to getting a new copy machine, a new org structure, a new payroll systemAnd I’m sure you can think of loads of other examplesThere are LOTS of different models for changeLewin (Kurt Lewin): Unfreeze, Change, RefreezeBridges (William Bridges) transition model: Ending, Losing and Letting Go; The Neutral Zone; The New BeginningProsci (who are they): Current State, Transition State, and Future State when the change is completedLet’s Talk About Change (Baby) Ch-Ch-Ch-Ch-Changes... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pl3vxEudif8Going Through the Change All Roads Lead to Change
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When It’s Time to Change…

Change can be disruptive and upsetting to people

 The weather forecast was wrong!

 There’s construction on University Drive!

 UCPath

 ACHIEVE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
However, Change can be disruptive and upsetting – like when Peter’s voice changed on the Brady Bunch.We complain when the weather forecast changesThe University Drive construction project caused repeated changes to our commutes and endless speculation over the completion dateUCPath was a big oneAnd moving to the ACHIEVE systemCareer TracksAutumn turns to winter�And winter turns to spring�It doesn't go just for seasons you know�It goes for everythingThe same is true for voices�When boys begin to grow�You gotta take a lesson from Mother Nature�And if you do you'll knowWhen it's time to change (when it's time to change)�Don't fight the tide, go along for the ride�Don't ya see�When it's time to change, you've got to rearrange�Who you are and what you're gonna beSha na na na na na na na na�Sha na na na na�Sha na na na na na na na na na�Sha na na na naDay by day you're facing the changes you've been through�A little bit of living, a little bit of growing all adds up to you�Every boy's a man inside�A girl a woman too�And if you want to reach your destiny�Then here's what you can do
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When It’s Time to Change Goes BIG

Big changes can be very disruptive and upsetting to people

 March 2020: Work from Home
 Unexpected
 Compounding changes
 Uncertainty

 Future of Work
 New workforce configurations
 Returning onsite
 Hybrid

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are changes… and then there are CHANGESThe Pandemic (not much planning out of necessity); changes for us at UCI, and our spouses, housemates, families, children, parents…Coming back to onsite work, we had time to plan better, but we still very much needed to manage expectations and keep people as informed as possible about shifting safety rules – which we’re still experiencing!
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Who Makes Change Happen?

 Motion Activated Lights
 Automatic flushing toilets

 New Logo/Letterhead
 New Database
 New Bins for Recycling, Landfill, Compost

“... organizations don’t change, people do.”
-- Tim Creasey, Chief Innovation Officer, Prosci

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Tim Creasy of Prosci says ‘organizations don’t change, people do’-- Because organizations really are the sum of their people.  Think of the work from home change at the start of the pandemic, who had to make and adjust to that change?  We did – all of us!And even if we think of something like a company changing their logo – it takes all the people in the organization to embrace that change and make it happen (editing their email signatures, ordering new letterhead, using the new letterhead)-- Some changes are very dependent on technology and don’t require too much behavioral change from individualsLike the installation of a motion activated lights in the office or toilets that flush automatically-- Other changes are much more dependent on adoption of the change by the people	Like just the act of installing new recycling, landfill, and compost bins won’t get people to properly use themWe’ll revisit this slide in a bit to talk about why change management is important for both kinds of change and everything in between
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Change is Hard

Do
 Acknowledge that change can be disruptive and upsetting
 Understand that successful change takes planning and 

thought - Change Management

Don’t
 Set your project up for failure
 Use “change is hard” or “everyone hates change” to avoid 

planning and thought

“Life is what you make it.”
-- My Mom

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
People say Change is Hard!Applying my mom’s quote -- It doesn’t have to be…Acknowledge and validate that change can be disruptive and upsettingBut realize that successful change can be a lot easier with planning and thought     That’s where change management comes inWhat you don’t want to do is set yourself up from the get-go for an OMG we’re going to do a CHANGE. Dun, dun, dun.Credit to: Erik Jul, MA, MBA, CCMP, CSM
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Rituals of Change

Every culture has 
developed rituals to 
guide individuals and 
the community 
through change.

“A religious or solemn ceremony 
consisting of a series of actions 
performed according to a 
prescribed order.”

 Baptism
 Baby Naming
 First Communion
 Bar/Bat Mitzvah
 Weddings
 Funerals
 Others?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I want to use some other types of change to lead us into what exactly change management is…Heraclitus of Ephesus (pre-Socratic philosopher) is credited with the quote “Change is the only constant in life” (in Greek it’s Panta Rhei (panta rey) - "life is flux“I think we can all relate to that…Since pre-history, humans have developed “scripts” for major changesThese rituals help guide us (and our communities) through life changes -- because they can be disruptive and upsettingBorn into a communityTransitioning into adulthoodForming a new familyEven things like moving and having a housewarming party is a ritual of change…So…. Like these rituals, Change Management provides a series of steps, performed according to a prescribed order, to help make changes successfula religious or solemn ceremony consisting of a series of actions performed according to a prescribed order
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What is Change Management?

Change Management is a systematic 

approach to preparing, communicating, 

supporting, and helping individuals 

and teams successfully implement change.
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What is Change?

Current
State

Transition 
State

Future
State

© Prosci, Inc.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So… remember the three-block change model?
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What is Change?

Current
State

Transition 
State

Future
State

© Prosci, Inc.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I like this Prosci graphic better, because we’re not machines – we all move through change at different paces and the switch between the states are more amorphous transitions
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Where Does Change Management Fit?

© Prosci, Inc.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is a good illustration of where Change Management fits into a change project…It’s right there in the middle – our wavy Current, Transition, and Future stepsFirst up is a Reason for Change (that’s: what’s changing/why?)I know Bob stepped you through the basics of project management, which is the technical side of a change project.  Like a new database being created. A team is going to design it, develop it, and deliver it.  That’s project management.Change Management is the People Side of the change – engaging people in the change, showing them how to adopt the change, and then making sure they’re sticking with it and using the change.To get a break from me blathering on, I’d like to know what made the biggest impression on you from Bob’s project management session.Anyone can answer – pop off mute and start talking! Raise your hand. Jot it in the chat.Anyone… anyone…So, a bit more to sell you on change management… 



Is NOT the way to prepare and equip individuals to successfully change

Why is Change Management Important?

How Organizations Often Handle Change

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Why is Change Management Important?Because a lot of places handle change this way… “An email…”From ProsciThis is a kind of Authoritarian or Dictatorial ChangeIs this okay?Has this ever happened to you? (like an Infomercial)Not much thought about the people… This is just one way to bungle a changeAnd a really good way to upset and alienate staff
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Why is Change Management Important? (Prosci)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s Prosci’s visual of what happens when Change Management is present and when it’s missing…With Change Management – it’s all good… but without it…That transition state is rocky, you get a spotty Swiss cheese future state, and what looks like only about three-quarters of successWhat you also get are teams who will be wary (and weary) of future changes… 
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Why is Change Management Important? (Prosci 
+)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It’s applying change management practices – in that transition state – that makes all the difference.Prosci’s research shows that successful change can be mapped to two things:The amount of “people change” (how dependent the project is on people embracing and enacting the change)AND…The level of change management tools that are deployed to prepare, communicate, and support individuals through the change… because it’s about the people
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With and Without Change Management

Current
State

Easier StCurrent
State

With Change Management

Without Change Management

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is my take on Prosci’s visualChanges are driven by peopleAnd Change Management provides a set of tools to guide people through a change (like that road sign)Research shows that using Change Management tools increases the success of a project = Easy Street and cool happy peopleWithout Change Management – you get a dumpster fire…Bob Martin - Easier Street
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Who Makes Change Happen?

 Motion Activated Lights
 Automatic flushing toilets

 New Logo/Letterhead
 New Database
 New Bins for Recycling, Landfill, Compost

“... organizations don’t change, people do.”
-- Tim Creasey, Chief Innovation Officer, Prosci

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Back to this slide from a few minutes agoEven with the Bleep Blorp changes where people don’t have to actively DO something to make the change, applying change management tools is still important…Because not involving people in a change like that can be startling and upsetting – you’re in the office, out of range of the motion sensor and suddenly the lights go off… you think to yourself, “Would have been nice if someone had told me they were changing the lights!”  And imagine the surprise of the toilets!So not only does a successful change look like people adopting and using a new tool or process, but it also looks like communicating effectively that a change is coming.  People DO NOT want to feel like change is happening TO them… even if it pretty much is…  We’ll talk more about that next week.
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Questions?
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Questions?
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Take a Break

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
5 Minutes – stretch, grab food/drink, sing, run around…Take a break�Run away with us for the summer�Let's go upstate�We can all go stay with my fatherThere's a lake I know�In a nearby park�You and I can go when the night gets dark�Un, deux, trois, quatre, cinq, six, sept, huit, neuf�Un, deux, trois, quatre, cinq, six, sept, huit, neuf�GoodUn, deux, trois, quatre, cinq, six, sept, huit, neuf�Un, deux, trois, quatre, cinq, six, sept, huit, neuf�Sept, huit, neuf (sept, huit, neuf)�Sept, huit, neuf (sept, huit, neuf)�One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nineMy dearest, Angelica�Tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow�Creeps in this petty pace from day to day�I trust you'll understand the reference to another Scottish tragedy�Without my having to name the playThey think me Macbeth, ambition is my folly�I'm a polymath, a pain in the ass, a massive pain�Madison is Banquo�Jefferson's Macduff�And Birnam Wood is Congress on its way to DunsinaneAnd there you are an ocean away�Do you have to live an ocean away?�Thoughts of you subside�Then I get another letter�And I cannot put the notion awayTake a break�I am on my way�There's a little surprise before supper and it cannot wait�I'll be there in just a minute, save my plate�Alexander�Okay, okayYour son is nine years old today�He has something he'd like to say�He's been practicing all day�Philip, take it awayDaddy, daddy, look�My name is Philip�I am a poet�I wrote this poem just to show it�And I just turned nine�You can write rhymes but you can't write mine�What!I practice French and play piano with my mother�Uh-huh�I have a sister but I want a little brother�Okay�My daddy's trying to start America's bank�Un, deux, trois, quatre, cinq!�Bravo!Take a break�Hey, our kid is pretty great�Run away with us for the summer�Let's go upstate�Eliza, I've got so much on my plate�We can all go stay with my fatherThere's a lake I know�I know�In a nearby park�I'd love to go�You and I can go when the night gets dark�I will try to get awayMy dearest Alexander, you must get through to Jefferson�Sit down with him and compromise�Don't stop 'til you agree�Your favourite older sister Angelica reminds you�There's someone in your corner all the way across the seaIn a letter I received from you two weeks ago�I noticed a comma in the middle of a phrase�It changed the meaning, did you intend this?�One stroke and you've consumed my waking days�It says"My dearest, Angelica"�With a comma after dearest�You've written�"My dearest, Angelica"Anyway, all this to say�I'm coming home this summer�At my sister's invitation�I'll be there with your family if you make your way upstate�I know you're very busy, I know your work's important�But I'm crossing the ocean and I just can't wait�You won't be an ocean away�You'll only be a moment awayAlexander come downstairs, Angelica's arriving today�Angelica!�Eliza!�The Schuyler sisters�Alexander!�Hi�It's good to see your faceAngelica, tell this man, John Adams spends the summer with his family�Angelica, tell my wife, John Adams doesn't have a real job anyway�You're not joining us? Wait-�I'm afraid I cannot join you upstate�Alexander, I came all this way�She came all this way�All this wayTake a break�You know I have to get my plan through Congress�Run away with us for the summer�Let's go upstate�I'll lose my job if we don't get this plan through Congress�We'll all go stay with our fatherThere's a lake I know�I know I'll miss your face�In a nearby park�Screw your courage to the sticking place�You and I can go�Eliza's rightTake a break�Take a break and get away�Run away with us for the summer�Let's go upstate�Where we can stay�We can all go stay with our fatherIf you take your time, you will make your mark�Look around, look around, at how lucky we are to be alive right now�Close your eyes and dream�We can go�When the night gets dark�Take a breakI have to get my plan through Congress�I can't stop 'til I get this plan through Congress
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Where Were We?

Easier StCurrent
State

With Change Management

Moving Through 
Change

Tools for 
Systematic 

Approach to 
Change

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Where were we?Change is moving from a current state, to a Transition State, to a Future state … which, if we apply change management, will make moving to that future state Easy street and we’ll have a cool, happy, and successful change project!With no dumpster fires…We’re now going to talk about how people move through change 



Change Management Leadership

• Change Management leaders and 

facilitators must take care to balance 

and integrate their empathy with 

their technical know-how.

Transparency is the best approach.
Soft 
Skills• Active Listener

• Politically Astute
• Emotional Quotient
• Trust Builder

Hard
Skills

• Analytical
• System Proficiency
• Business Acumen
• Experience/Education

“Why is it that soft skills are hard, and 

hard skills are easy?”

Change Management Leadership

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
But first…  my take on Bob’s slide talking about the balance of hard and soft skills….In Change Management Leadership, you have to have a fairly strong balance of hard and soft skillsAnd I’ve used these cog wheels to show that in change management, these skill sets are super integratedAlso … I agree with Bob…  Next slide…



• Change Management leaders and 

facilitators must take care to balance 

and integrate their empathy with 

their technical know-how.

Transparency is the best approach.
Soft
Skills• Active Listener

• Politically Astute
• Emotional Quotient
• Trust Builder

Hard
Skills

• Analytical
• System Proficiency
• Business Acumen
• Experience/Education

“Why is it that soft skills are hard, and 

hard skills are easy?”

Change Management Leadership

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Transparency is the best approach – we will talk a lot about that as we move along.



Project Management Leadership

It is also critically 

important for 

leaders to know that 

projects will often 

get worse before 

they get better

https://masteringbusinessanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Kubler-Ross-Change-Curve.jpg

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another slide from BobHe showed you this modified version of the Kubler Ross stages of grief model and emphasized how important it is for project leaders to understand these phases…Similarly, for change management, we need to know how people move through change…
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Moving Through Change - ADKAR

Awareness

Desire

Knowledge

Ability

Reinforcement

Prosci Stages of Change (ADKAR)

© Prosci, Inc.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Through their research, Prosci came up with these stages of change“ADKAR”Each of these stages is an opportunity to provide guidance, assurance, and assistance to lead and help people through a change.These stages can be iterative…  Change is not a switch, one and done…  it’s a process (like therapy); can take patience and repetitionAnd not everyone is going to move through a change at the same pace or in the same way
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Moving Through Change

Awareness

Desire

Knowledge

Ability

Reinforcement

All bicycles will be
replaced with hoverboards

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Step through an example…Let’s say that in order to do your job at UCI, you need to get across campus on a daily basisAnd the way everyone does that is with a bicycle – one that your department issues youThen… a change comes along … all bicycles will be replaced with hoverboards
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Moving Through Change - Awareness

Awareness

Desire

Knowledge

Ability

Reinforcement

All bicycles will be
replaced with hoverboards

Did you hear? We’re 
getting hoverboards!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The moment people hear about a change (officially or unofficially)… they’re experiencing the change…
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Moving Through Change - Desire

Awareness

Desire

Knowledge

Ability

Reinforcement

All bicycles will be
replaced with hoverboards

Did you hear? We’re 
getting hoverboards!

I can’t wait!
- - - - - - - - - - - -

Don’t take my bike!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We want them to want to change… or at least understand why they have to the change… old system is going away, your job is dependent on it, the boss wants you toBut people will have a variety of reactionsI’m sure you can think of people you work with (or have worked with) who like to be naysayers – as well as those who are overly enthusiastic.
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Moving Through Change - Knowledge

Awareness

Desire

Knowledge

Ability

Reinforcement

All bicycles will be
replaced with hoverboards

Did you hear? We’re 
getting hoverboards!

How do I ride it?
- - - - - - - - - - - -

I like my bike better

I can’t wait!
- - - - - - - - - - - -

Don’t take my bike!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To make the change, people need to know HOW to do itAnd again here, you’ll see a variety of reactions… and maybe some real resistanceThis stage is where training is happening… how to use the new database or payroll system…In this scenario… Hoverboard riding lessons… a manual… some video tutorials…
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Moving Through Change - Ability

Awareness

Desire

Knowledge

Ability

Reinforcement

All bicycles will be
replaced with hoverboards

Hey, I’m doing It!
- - - - - - - - - - - -

This is hard!

Did you hear? We’re 
getting hoverboards!

How do I ride it?
- - - - - - - - - - - -

I like my bike better

I can’t wait!
- - - - - - - - - - - -

Don’t take my bike!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once they know how to ride their hoverboard – they’ve been to that training class, read the manual… The Ability part is where they really get their groove… this comes when they’re actually able to DO the thing. To ride that hoverboard.Even if they still like their bike better or find the hoverboard difficult – they’re still doing it…  Though…  Remember that ADKAR can be iterativeMaybe a team or some individuals didn’t get as much training in that Knowledge step as they needed… they might actually slip backwards into that phase where the Desire to change is iffy.Some may need additional or repeat trainingSome folks may need more direct or individual guidance on making the change
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Moving Through Change - Reinforcement

Awareness

Desire

Knowledge

Ability

Reinforcement

All bicycles will be
replaced with hoverboards

Hey, I’m doing It!
- - - - - - - - - - - -

This is hard!

Did you hear? We’re 
getting hoverboards!

How do I ride it?
- - - - - - - - - - - -

I like my bike better

Bikes are SO out!
- - - - - - - - - - - -

I still miss my bike

I can’t wait!
- - - - - - - - - - - -

Don’t take my bike!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Eventually, the change will have happened…  (bikes are gone, nothing but hoverboards! Or the new database is live)Or it will supposed to have happened (is everyone using the new logo?)This is where hopefully, anyone who was resistant to the change or having trouble making the switch will at least be using the hoverboards… even if they miss their bikes.And it’s where the leaders of the change project will want to assess adoption and address any “hot spots” of non-compliance.Is anyone not using the new system? Is anyone having difficulty using it?  Any brush up trainings needed? Or other reinforcement conversations… So, that was a silly example of a pretty big change project – replacing bicycles with hoverboards…Now, we’ll consider some real changes you’ve experienced…
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Here’s the Story… 
Breakouts

 Good change experiences
 What made it good?
 What went right?

 Bad change experiences
 What did they miss?
 What could have been 

better?

 Spokesperson to report back on 
one of the change experiences 
your group discussed (2 minutes)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Brooke is going to put you in break out rooms of 5 or 6 eachWithin your breakout groups, I want you to share with each other examples of both GOOD and BAD changes that you’ve experiencedWhat made the good ones good – what went right?What was missing from the bad ones – how could they have gone better?As soon as you’re all in your rooms, pick a spokesperson (whoever’s birthdate is the closest to today)And you’ll have 10 minutes to talk about a Good change experience and a Bad change experienceWhen we come back, in the interest of time… your spokesperson will report back on ONLY ONE change experience that your group discussedI think Brooke is going to pop into each breakout room and post the directions in the chat so you’ll have them as a reference.THANK YOU BROOKE!(values, planning, deep/wide stakeholder consideration, leadership, communication)
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Story Time…
Good Change Experiences

• Discussions, tap into each other’s strengths
• Involve people in the decision-making
• Lots of communication to get buy-in for the change as 

it geared up
• Training that included multiple views of the interface
• Reinforcement of the WHY
• Asked for feedback
• Tried to get buy-in of stakeholders
• Good communications on the “how to” of a new 

system
• Lots of support and communication during 

hard/confusing time
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Story Time…

Bad Change Experiences
• Unclear timelines
• No control for users, even for small changes
• Not having the right people in the initial discussions 

(ex. the users)
• Training that’s too specific on a topic not 

appropriate for the attendees
• Information disseminated to all levels at the same 

time (leaders learning about a change at the same 
time as everyone else)
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Common Themes
Involving users in 

the early 
discussions

Use strengths of the 
staff

Clear 
communications 

(the why and 
when)

Frequent 
communication: 

reinforce the Why 
(buy-in) and the 
When (timelines)

Ask for stakeholder 
feedback and then 
act on it (build this 
into the project)

Appropriate 
training for 
audience

Information 
cascade (project 
leaders, change 

leaders, 
managers…)

Lots of support and 
communication 

during 
hard/confusing 

time
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And Now, a Word From Our Sponsor…

Importance of Sponsors
 Actively and visibly 

participate throughout 
the project

 Build a coalition of 
sponsorship with peers 
and managers

 Communicate directly 
with employees

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And Now… a Word From Our SponsorChange projects all have some kind of sponsor – the person who authorized and funded a change initiative.   That’s a small “s” sponsor.In Change Management, you have a big “S” Sponsor.A champion at the top, whose level aligns with the size and type of change and the groups being impacted by the change. COVID: Peter was everywhere talking to us about the changesAnd the Provost and chancellor too with email updates and town hall webinarsA Sponsor should be… (bullets)And good ole Prosci… Research shows that the number one obstacle to success for major change projects is ineffective sponsorship.
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Helping Individuals and Teams

 People will engage with change if they perceive their 
behaviors will be successful or at the very least supported 
until they can negotiate the change independently

 People will willingly make changes if they feel like 
sponsors and leaders have their backs and will help them 
succeed.

Influencer: The New Science of Leading Change

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Recently on the Association of Change Management Professionals message boards, there was a discussion about this book “Influencer: The New Science of Leading Change” by 5 change experts In one of the stories about change in the book – a big takeaway is that …  People will engage with change…In other words, people will willingly make changes if they feel like sponsors and leaders have their backs and will help the group succeed.   Trust is very important
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Who is the Change Leader?
The person in charge?
SOMETIMES

The Sponsor?
SOMETIMES

Managers and supervisors?
ALWAYS

Team members?
SOMETIMES

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
That last slide mentioned sponsors and leaders… so who are those leaders?Are they… Change Leaders are more in the trenches than a Sponsor. They’re your supervisors and manager-level folks.   The leaders of the “do-ers”Sponsors are usually higher in the organization – but they can serve as both Sponsor and LeaderTeam members can also serve as peer-leaders – they can be champions of the change…they’re someone who understands the change, why it’s happening, and what people need to be able to make the change successfullyAnd it’s great to tap into the experience and skills of our staff
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Change Leaders Are…

 Communicators

 Liaisons

 Advocates

 Resistance Managers

 Coaches

Change Leaders are…

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So what does it mean to be a Change Leader??A lot of lies in using those Soft Skills – like Emotional Intelligence to beCOMMNUICATORS and LIAISONS… Prosci – ever the fans of acronyms, like to say CLARKChange Leaders are advocates for both the change itself and the people being asked to make the changeThey manage change resistance and coach the team through the changeThe Change management tools that we’ll learn about will illustrate how do these things…
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Where Are We?

Current
State

Transition 
State

Future
State

© Prosci, Inc.
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Where Are We?

Awareness Desire Knowledge Ability Reinforcement

Current
State

Transition 
State

Future
State

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And people go through the ADKAR phases (which can be iterative and different for different people)
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Where Are We?
Sponsor and Leader Participation and Communication

Awareness Desire Knowledge Ability Reinforcement

Current
State

Transition 
State

Future
State

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Sponsor and Leader Participation and Communication is key throughout (from the very start to the very end)
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Where Are We?

Awareness Desire Knowledge Ability Reinforcement

Current
State

Transition 
State

Future
State

Communicate

Sponsor and Leader Participation and Communication

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Communication all around from start to finish… which we’re going to talk a lot more about next…
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Transparency

"The two best friends of good execution
are simplicity and transparency."

-- Chris McChesney Global Practice Leader of Execution for Franklin Covey

"I told him that, if asked about it tonight, he should ---
if only because it's the easiest thing to remember ---

tell the truth.“
-- Toby Ziegler as written by Aaron Sorkin

The West Wing, In the Shadow of Two Gunmen

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Transparency…
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Communication and the Absence of Information

No communication = Absence of information

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We need to make sure we understand the impacts of communication or the lack thereofNo communication is literally the absence of information…But also…
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Communication and the Absence of Information

No communication = Absence of information

When people are under stress, their ability
to process information is reduced by 80%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
But also…People have a hard time absorbing and rememberingThey react to perceived threats rather than to reality – get defensiveWhat they really want is to know that leaders careWhich all leads to …
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Communication and the Absence of Information

No communication = Absence of information

When people are under stress, their ability
to process information is reduced by 80%

Inability to process what
is being communicated = Absence of information

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
a perceived absence of information (perception is reality)These both represent an absence of information from an individual’s point of view.
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Communication and the Absence of Information

No communication = Absence of information

When people are under stress, their ability
to process information is reduced by 80%

Inability to process what
is being communicated = Absence of information

Absence of information = Distrust, disengagement and 
rumors

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The MOMENT a change is afoot, people are impacted…Nature abhors a vacuum and in the absence of information, gossip is all too happy to fill it up!The absence of information foments distrust, disengagement, and rumorsWhich in turn… 
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Communication and the Absence of Information

No communication = Absence of information

When people are under stress, their ability
to process information is reduced by 80%

Inability to process what
is being communicated = Absence of information

Absence of information = Distrust, disengagement and 
rumors

Distrust, disengagement, rumors =
Distracts from work and 

jeopardizes the success of the 
change

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Distracts from work and jeopardizes the success of the projectPeople might imagine worst case scenarios or paint an overly optimistic vision of the changeAnd they will spread that aroundSo, what’s the lesson…
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Communication Guidelines

As much, as soon, as often as possible
─ Control the news cycle

The right format, from the right person, in the right setting
─ Consider the specific needs of each unit/person impacted by the change
─ Sponsor as messenger is best; Leader communication is critical
─ Do not deliver serious/weighty information in an email or large group meeting

Clear, consistent, and kind

Mix it up
─ Vary the way you communicate (email, visualization, meeting)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Communicate early and often Stop! Hey, What’s That Sound? Hopefully, it’s not the Sound of SilenceRight format right person right setting – that’s part of making people feel like leaders have their backs and can be trusted to lead a change
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The Whole Picture

Awareness Desire Knowledge Ability Reinforcement

Current
State

Transition 
State

Future
State

Communicate, Communicate, Communicate
(then, communicate some more)

Sponsor and Leader Participation and Communication

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And for emphasis – Communicate, Communicate, Communicate (then, communicate some more)
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Question Beak
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Question Beak
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Can We Get to the Tools Already?
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Rule of Three

© Prosci, Inc.

Current
State

Transition 
State

Future
State

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In comedy (a priest, a rabbi, and a chicken walk into a bar)In slogans (Just Do It)In culture (Goldilocks and the Three Bears, the Three Stooges)And, of course… change
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Prosci: 3-Phase Process

© Prosci, Inc.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Prosci’s Change Management methodology for creating a Change Management Plan has three phasesPrepare Approach (current)Manage Change (transition)Sustain Outcomes (future)
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XPLANE: Hear It, Believe It, Live It

XPLANE
Leading Change 
Through People

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The three theme continues – this is from a company called XPLANE (which took me way too long to figure out was a play on “explain”)Their Change Management Plan outline has Hear It, Believe It, Live It.XPLANE: XPLANE exists to help you lead and realize your most important change by activating your people. 
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Prepare, Manage, Reinforce

Prepare ∞

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And here’s my version of the steps of a Change Management PlanPrepare (current)Manage (transition)Reinforce (future)Prepare merges into Manage andManage and Reinforce can be a loop (infinity symbol)
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Prepare, Manage, Reinforce

Prepare
Awareness / Desire Knowledge / Ability Reinforcement / Celebrate

∞

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ADKAR can be mapped onto Prepare, Manage, and ReinforceI added Celebrate to this so I guess it’s really ADKARCAnd the arrows represent how people can be at different points in the ADKAR process (and they can backslide, skip parts, etc.)
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Prepare, Manage, Reinforce

Prepare
Awareness / Desire Knowledge / Ability Reinforcement / Celebrate

Sponsor / Leadership Engagement
--------------------------

Communication

∞

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Throughout, we want to see sponsors showing engagement (showing up) and Leaders being active in the change process (guiding, communicating, collaborating, mentoring, listening)And since this is about building the Change Management Plan, these might more accurately be called Prepare, Prepare to Manage, and Prepare to Reinforce.
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PreparePrepare
Awareness / Desire

What is changing 
and when?

Aspects: roles, location, mindset/behaviors, 
reporting structures, processes, systems/tools
 Transitioned or cut-off change

Why is the change 
happening?

 Business case for the change / Why now?
 Transparency builds trust

What will success 
look like?

Quantitively – log-ins, disuse of old system, etc.
Qualitative

Who is impacted 
by this change?

 Stakeholders: your staff, departments, units you 
serve or interact with (students, faculty, alumni, 
donors, staff, vendors, facilities, etc.)

How big is the 
change?

Minor adjustment vs major shift
Consider the impact for each stakeholder

Start communicating
(and listening)

Acknowledge and begin communicating about 
the change as soon as possible

Confirm Sponsor

Form Change Team
□ Project Leader
□ Communications
□ Area Leaders

Agree On
□ Case for Change
□ Change Objectives
□ Success Measures
□ Communications 

Plan
□ Stakeholder

Registry

Sponsor / 
Leadership 

Engagement
-------

Communication

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Like with many projects in life and work (and when you were in school) you set yourself up for success by putting work into the preparation phase.You need to know where the goalposts areSo stepping through these questions – and the corresponding bullets to consider – you’ll get a really good handle on the start of your Change Management Plan.And a few TO DO items… some of which are more logistical like identifying a sponsor and who else is going to be on your change team; and others will come from the questions…(we’ll talk more about communications, stakeholder registry, and forming the change team next time)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’ll send out this Excel workbook – there’s a tab for each step with all the information from the previous slide on it
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Manage
Knowledge / Ability

What trainings are 
needed?

New/enhanced skills?
Consider each stakeholder (group trainings, 

individual trainings, documentation)
 Schedule and hold trainings

Where will there be 
resistance?

Consider each stakeholder (reluctance to use 
new tools; lack of participation; lack of trust)

How will resistance 
be mitigated?

Adjustments to trainings
More detailed communications (smaller group 

meetings, one-on-ones)
 Increased transparency

Tailored 
communications 

plan

Appropriate for the message (big meeting vs. 
small or one-on-one)
Appropriate for the stakeholders
 Specific and often

Communicate, 
listen, and adjust

Check in with staff
Monitor and mitigate resistance
Modify communications

□ Involve Leaders/   
Champions

□ Schedule & Hold 
Trainings

□ Document 
Resistance & 
Mitigation Plans

□ Confirm 
Communications 
Plan

□ Communicate & 
Listen (email, 
meetings, info 
sessions)

□ Adjust as Needed

Sponsor / 
Leadership 

Engagement
-------

Communication

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hopefully, with a lot of the prep work done, the MANAGE phase will flow easily…Trainings – what are they, who are they for, and then getting them scheduled and happeningWhere might resistance come from (are people tired of change? Are some folks really wedded to their current systems, etc.)How can that be mitigated (customized trainings, more detailed or targeted communications, more transparency, emphasis on a specific aspect of the change)Tailoring communications and nailing down a communications plan (we’ll get more into that next time) –Then the actual communicating, which leads into listening. Soliciting feedback (formally, informally) and REALLY listening (as in adjusting accordingly and/or applying some practicalities, different/more trainings?)So even thought this is the “Preparing to Manage” section where you’re building out the Change Management Plan – things can change mid-stream and that’s okay!Don’t set your Change Management Plan on a pedestal; no part of it is too precious not to adjust
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Homework, Homework, Gimmie a Break!

 Think of a change scenario (past, future)

 Go through Step 1 – Prepare and Step 2 – Manage of 
the Change Management Plan

 Jot down your answers and thoughts

 What else should be considered?/What’s missing from 
the guide?

 We will talk through them next week

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://youtu.be/gC1D64F3oqwSo… we’re going to leave you at a bit of a cliffhanger and not talk about the Reinforce step until next time.  But, in the week between now and then, I have a little homework for you.It’s really more of a thought exercise – there won’t be anything to turn in, but I do want you to jot down your thoughts:Think of a chance scenario (preferably real, maybe one coming up, or in the past is okay too) and go through each of the Prepare and Manage bullets, things to Consider and To Lists.We will be sending you the slides from this session and the workbook
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Contact Information

Laurel Brenner

Director, Change Management & 
Business Process Strategies
University Advancement

brennerl@uci.edu
MS Teams

mailto:brennerl@uci.edu
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Appendix

Prosci Methodology
https://www.prosci.com/resources/articles/prosci-methodology

Prosci ADKAR
https://www.prosci.com/methodology/adkar

XPLANE
https://xplane.com/

https://www.prosci.com/resources/articles/prosci-methodology
https://www.prosci.com/resources/articles/prosci-methodology
https://www.prosci.com/methodology/adkar
https://www.prosci.com/methodology/adkar
https://xplane.com/
https://xplane.com/
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